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Abstract: This paper presents an experimental study utilizing the vision-aided inertial navigation
system (VaINS) on a fixed-wing unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). VaINS operates as a data-logging
box, collecting sensor data, processing them, and transmitting the navigation solution to an operator
terminal in real time. The flight data contain buildings, vegetation, a river, a lake, and mountains.
The camera’s pitch angle was tested at both a grazing angle of 22◦ and a nadir angle of 90◦. The aim
of this experiment was twofold: to explore the application of VaINS on a fixed-wing UAV and to
assess the performance of the image-aided navigation system. The image-aided inertial navigation
system (INS) solution was compared with a reference solution during GNSS-denied time intervals.
The camera’s pitch angle at 90◦ exhibited a slight advantage over the grazing angle at 22◦. Moreover,
in the linear flight segments, the image-aided navigation system demonstrated significantly better
performance compared to the free inertial solution during the GNSS-denied periods.

Keywords: navigation; tracking; image feature points; INS; fixed-wing UAV

1. Introduction

Unmanned aerial systems (UAS) predominantly utilize the global navigation satellite
system (GNSS) in conjunction with an INS for navigation. If the GNSS signal is denied, it
results in an unacceptable position error, even over a brief time span. One potential solution
to the problem is to use additional aiding sensors, e.g., LiDAR, radar, radio, or visual-based
navigation [1]. In the VaINS, we use image-aided navigation, which can be implemented in
various forms. A comprehensive literature review of the image-assisted methods for UAV
navigation is presented in [2]. The techniques are categorized based on using a map as
prior information, building the map while navigating as in visual simultaneous localization
and mapping (SLAM) techniques, or operating without maps, such as with feature tracking
and optical flow techniques.

The Norwegian Defense Research Establishment (FFI) has been investigating an image-
aided inertial navigation system to cope with GNSS failure that is operating without maps.
The system [3] is based on tightly integrating inertial sensor data with pixel position data of
image feature points over an image sequence in an error-state extended Kalman filter (EKF).

The system’s earlier versions underwent testing using image data obtained from a
manned helicopter [4], an octocopter [3,5], and a hex-copter. The collected data were
processed and analyzed offline. Later, a real-time navigation demonstration box called a
visual-aided inertial navigation system (VaINS) was developed [6]. This VaINS box, as
shown in Figure 1a, collects sensor data, processes them, and transmits the navigation
solution to an operator terminal in real time.

An extensive experiment was conducted at Elvenes airstrip in the Salangen munici-
pality area, Norway, using VaINS. It was used as a data-logging box on a fixed-wing UAV,
Scout (Figure 1b) from NORCE [7]. NORCE was responsible for mounting the VaINS box
and operating the aircraft.
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Figure 1. (a) A real-time navigation box named VaINS. (b) The Scout UAV. 

An extensive experiment was conducted at Elvenes airstrip in the Salangen munici-
pality area, Norway, using VaINS. It was used as a data-logging box on a fixed-wing UAV, 
Scout (Figure 1b) from NORCE [7]. NORCE was responsible for mounting the VaINS box 
and operating the aircraft.  

There is related work on large-scale tests with image-aided navigation on UAVs. In 
[8], an autonomous route-following system of visual teach and repeat is coupled with a 
downward-facing camera on a fixed-wing UAV as a backup navigation when GNSS is 
unavailable. The system was evaluated using the data from the fixed-wing UAV flying a 
1200 m trajectory at an altitude of 80 m. An optical-aided navigation method employing a 
camera and a LIDAR or radar is used in [9] when the GNSS is unavailable. It was tested 
with data sets from crewed helicopters and fixed-wing UAVs and achieved an accumula-
tion error of 1–6% of the distance traveled, depending on the flight scenario. 

This work herein builds on the technical report of the extensive experiment [10 ]. The 
purpose of this experiment was twofold: first, to explore the application of the VaINS box 
on a fixed-wing UAV, and second, to assess the performance of the image-aided INS. This 
document describes the developed image-aided inertial navigation system in brief, exper-
imental setup, data collection, and results and summarizes the experiences and the per-
formance. 

2. Image-Aided Inertial Navigation System 
The concept of the image-aided inertial navigation system is illustrated in Figure 2. 

An image feature point is the projection of a landmark, which is a static point in the scene, 
onto the image plane via a camera model. At each time step, the INS computes an estimate 
of the UAV’s state, and this estimate is used together with the estimated landmark posi-
tions by the Kalman filter to predict the positions of the image feature points. 

Image feature points are tracked by using the KLT algorithm [11]. The difference be-
tween the predicted and tracked positions are used as measurements by the Kalman filter, 
which estimates the INS errors. This process is repeated for each image time stamp. De-
tails of the system are described in [3,5]. 

When using a monocular camera system, as in our case, the range to a tracked land-
mark is initially unknown and has to be guessed or externally estimated somehow. The 
tight integration with the EKF, therefore, uses a variant of the inverse depth parameteri-
zation [3,12], which is robust to large initial range errors. With the combination of accel-
erated motion and feature tracking, these ranges become observable through the EKF [13], 
which results in a lower position error drift compared to a free inertial INS. There still is, 
however, a sensitivity to the level of error of our initial estimate for the range. 

Figure 1. (a) A real-time navigation box named VaINS. (b) The Scout UAV.

There is related work on large-scale tests with image-aided navigation on UAVs.
In [8], an autonomous route-following system of visual teach and repeat is coupled with
a downward-facing camera on a fixed-wing UAV as a backup navigation when GNSS is
unavailable. The system was evaluated using the data from the fixed-wing UAV flying a
1200 m trajectory at an altitude of 80 m. An optical-aided navigation method employing a
camera and a LIDAR or radar is used in [9] when the GNSS is unavailable. It was tested
with data sets from crewed helicopters and fixed-wing UAVs and achieved an accumulation
error of 1–6% of the distance traveled, depending on the flight scenario.

This work herein builds on the technical report of the extensive experiment [10]. The
purpose of this experiment was twofold: first, to explore the application of the VaINS
box on a fixed-wing UAV, and second, to assess the performance of the image-aided INS.
This document describes the developed image-aided inertial navigation system in brief,
experimental setup, data collection, and results and summarizes the experiences and
the performance.

2. Image-Aided Inertial Navigation System

The concept of the image-aided inertial navigation system is illustrated in Figure 2. An
image feature point is the projection of a landmark, which is a static point in the scene, onto
the image plane via a camera model. At each time step, the INS computes an estimate of
the UAV’s state, and this estimate is used together with the estimated landmark positions
by the Kalman filter to predict the positions of the image feature points.
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Figure 2. Image-aided inertial navigation system.

Image feature points are tracked by using the KLT algorithm [11]. The difference
between the predicted and tracked positions are used as measurements by the Kalman
filter, which estimates the INS errors. This process is repeated for each image time stamp.
Details of the system are described in [3,5].

When using a monocular camera system, as in our case, the range to a tracked land-
mark is initially unknown and has to be guessed or externally estimated somehow. The
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tight integration with the EKF, therefore, uses a variant of the inverse depth parameteriza-
tion [3,12], which is robust to large initial range errors. With the combination of accelerated
motion and feature tracking, these ranges become observable through the EKF [13], which
results in a lower position error drift compared to a free inertial INS. There still is, however,
a sensitivity to the level of error of our initial estimate for the range.

In [14], they suggest using a near range to the camera, setting the initial range to twice
the near range with a 95% confidence level from the near range to infinity. Another strategy
uses some initial feature measurements to pre-estimate the range before actually using
them in the estimator [15]. In the tests herein, we estimated an effective near-range from
coarse estimates of the UAV’s height above ground and the camera view angle, assuming
nothing was tracked in between.

3. Experimental Setup

VaINS consists of three sensors and two processing units. The sensors are the MTi-100
MEMS Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), a u-blox GPS, and an embedded Basler da1600
monochrome camera. The processing units are a Jetson TX2 running the KLT-tracker and
a TE0720 with a Xilinx Zynq 7020 running the INS on its CPU and interfacing and time
stamping the sensors, including the camera through an FPGA. The technical documentation
of VaINS is described in [6].

This experiment was a collaborative experiment involving both FFI and NORCE.
NORCE was in charge of mounting the VaINS box on the aircraft (see Table 1 for aircraft
specification) and planning the flight operations, while FFI took responsibility for devising
the test plan, conducting data logging, and performing data analysis.

Table 1. Aircraft specification.

Parameter Value

Cruise speed 15–20 m/s
Wingspan 2.62 m

Maximum endurance 3 h
Standard empty weight 4.3 kg

Batteries—Li-Ion 2.6 kg
MTOW 10 kg

Maximum useful load 3.1 kg

For practical implementation, the camera was securely mounted outside the VaINS
box at the front of the payload bay, using a fixture that regulated various pitch angles. The
VaINS box found its position at the back of the bay. After the aircraft was launched from a
launching device, it was monitored from a mobile ground control station. More details are
given in [10].

4. Data Collection

Data collection took place in the vicinity of an airstrip located in Salangen municipality,
Norway. The flight trajectory remained consistent within a predefined area, viewing
buildings, vegetation, a river, a lake, and mountains. The camera’s pitch angle was set at a
grazing angle of 22◦ and 90◦.

The flight details are tabulated in Table 2. The initial segment of the flight altitude is
approximately 80 m, while the altitude of the primary portion of the flight is around 180 m.
The camera captures monochrome images at an 8-bit depth, with a frame rate of 10 Hz and
a resolution of 1600 × 1200 pixels. Figure 3 shows an example of an image for each pitch
angle of the camera.
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Table 2. Flight details.

Flight # Camera’s Pitch Time after Launch (s) Total Time (s)

1 22◦ 903 1653
2 90◦ 742 992
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Flight time, after launch, for the flights was around 16–28 min. However, data collec-
tion stopped around 12–15 min after launch due to a system setup error.

5. Results

An INS post-processing tool developed by FFI, NavLab4 [16], is used to process
and analyze the data from VaINS offline and gives an indication of the expected real-
time performance since the INS algorithms in VaINS are based on the implementation
in NavLab4. The aircraft’s reference position and orientation are determined using the
optimal smoother in NavLab4, which utilizes IMU and GPS data for the whole flight. To
test the image-aided INS, image feature point data (12 points at 10 Hz) is combined with
the IMU data and GPS height during the simulated GPS-denied intervals. Alternatively,
barometer height measurements from NORCE can replace GPS height.

The performance of the image-aided INS solution is assessed by comparing it sepa-
rately with the reference solution during linear flight (straight-line) and banking maneuvers.
The root-mean-square (RMS) error between the image-aided INS and the reference solution
at the end of each GPS-denied interval serves as the evaluation metric. For the straight-
line portions, the comparison considers both the percent of distance traveled (%DT) and
the average speed error (ASE), while for the banking portions, only the ASE is taken
into account.

From the initial analysis in NavLab4, when including all the sensors, we identified and
coarsely estimated a significant misalignment of the camera with respect to the IMU [10].
The camera and the box were remounted prior to each flight and without guaranteeing the
same mounting alignment. Thus, we estimated the misalignment for each flight.

5.1. Flight 1

The camera’s pitch angle of this flight is 22 degrees, and the flight time after launching
is 903 s. This flight has four linear flights and four banking maneuvers.

Figure 4 presents the trajectory of the first two linear flights and the four banking
maneuvers. The image-aided navigation when GPS data are disabled is presented with
a green line. The red line presents the reference trajectory. The rest of the maneuvers are
similar to the presented ones.
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Figure 4. The trajectories of the first flight with image-aided navigation when GPS data are dis-
abled (green line) and the reference trajectory (red line). (a) Linear flights (about 2400 m) (b) and
banking maneuvers.

Tables 3 and 4 tabulate the duration, distance traveled, and drift compared to the ref-
erence data in the straight-line parts and banking parts, respectively. When comparing the
drift (ASE), the drift in linear flights is slightly lower than the drift in banking maneuvers.

Table 3. Duration of image-aided navigation (flight 1) when GPS is disabled, distance traveled within
the duration, and the drift in RMS error, in ASE, and in %DT.

Duration (s) Distance (m) RMS (m) ASE (m/s) %DT

136 2439 37.6 0.28 1.54
130 2338 82.4 0.63 3.52
122 2231 50.3 0.41 2.25
133 2411 56.7 0.43 2.35

Table 4. Duration of image-aided navigation (flight 1) and the drift in RMS error and ASE in
banking maneuvers.

Duration RMS (m) ASE (m/s)

33 18.4 0.56
53 14.1 0.27
26 18.9 0.73
24 15.0 0.63

5.2. Flight 2

Flight 2 has the camera’s pitch angle at 90◦ nadir, and flight time after launching is 742 s.
This flight has three linear flights and two banking maneuvers. The first two trajectories of
the linear flights and the banking maneuvers are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The trajectories of the second flight with image-aided navigation (green line) and the
reference trajectory (red line). (a) Linear flights (about 2400 m) (b) and banking maneuvers.

The green line represents the image-aided navigation when the GPS is disabled, and
the red lines represent the reference trajectories. Table 5 tabulates the duration, distance
traveled, and the drift of the linear flights, and Table 6 tabulates the drift data for the
banking maneuvers. In the linear parts, the ASE is slightly lower than the banking parts.

Table 5. Duration of image-aided navigation (flight 2), distance traveled within the duration, and the
drift in RMS, in ASE, and in %DT.

Duration (s) Distance (m) RMS (m) ASE (m/s) %DT

158 2576 20.0 0.13 0.78
123 2310 36.9 0.30 1.60
67 1090 20.5 0.31 1.88

Table 6. Duration of image-aided navigation (flight 2) and the drift in RMS error and in ASE.

Duration RMS (m) ASE (m/s)

30 16.3 0.54
57 24.4 0.43

5.3. Free Inertial

Within the simulated GPS-denied time intervals, the performance of free inertial is
analyzed using the RMS error and ASE for straight-line laps and for the banking laps
separately (see Tables 7 and 8).

In the linear parts, the free inertial ASE ranges from 0.20 to 8.31 m/s, while image-
aided navigation ASE ranges from 0.13 to 0.73 m/s. In the banking parts, however, the
results are more similar: from 0.37 to 5.32 m/s for free inertial and from 0.27 to 0.73 m/s
for image-aided navigation.
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Table 7. The RMS error and ASE at the end of the GPS-denied intervals for straight-line laps under
free inertial.

Flight Lap Duration (s) Distance (m) RMS (m) ASE (m/s)

1

1 136 2439 340 2.50
2 130 2338 855 6.58
3 122 2231 627 5.14
4 133 2411 1105 8.31

2
1 158 2576 960 6.08
2 123 2310 26 0.20
3 67 1090 59 0.88

Table 8. The RMS error and ASE at the end of the GPS-denied intervals for banking laps under
free inertial.

Flight Lap Duration (s) RMS (m) ASE (m/s)

1

1 33 68.9 2.12
2 53 39.2 0.74
3 26 9.5 0.37
4 24 10.3 0.43

2
1 30 159.7 5.32
2 57 39.5 0.69

6. Discussion

The results obtained from flights 1 and 2, as discussed here, are indicative of the
other flights in the experiment. For further details, refer to [10]. It was observed that the
image-aided INS exhibited slightly larger drift during banking maneuvers compared to
linear flights. This phenomenon can be attributed to the image feature points being selected
from distant regions in the scene during banking maneuvers due to the combination of low
pitch angle and high roll angle. Consequently, these feature points rapidly disappeared
from the camera’s field of view, leading to increased drift in the image-aided navigation.

When comparing the two pitch angles (90◦ nadir and 22◦ grazing), it was observed
that the nadir configuration performed slightly better than the grazing configuration, as
depicted in Figure 6. The advantage of the nadir configuration lies in the utilization of the
entire image scene, with similar ranges to all landmarks, and the ease of obtaining a good
initial estimate of altitude. However, a drawback is that the image feature points are not
tracked for an extended period.

On the other hand, the grazing configuration has certain downsides, such as a portion
of the image above the horizon that is never used, resulting in significant variation in the
range to landmarks and making it more challenging to establish a good initial estimate.
To address this, an approach is proposed to dynamically estimate the initial range from
the first few frames of each image-feature-point track before initializing it in the EKF, as
described in [13]. The advantage of the grazing configuration is the potential for tracking
landmarks over a longer duration. Nonetheless, during banking maneuvers, almost all
landmarks are lost.

Comparing image-aided navigation with free inertial, image-aided navigation gives a
great overall improvement in linear flights. Over greater time intervals, the free inertial
error drift becomes non-linear and increases faster, as seen in the long straight-line parts.
In the banking turns, there are two effects that make the free inertial error lower. The time
period is shorter, so the non-linear parts of the error drift are less, and errors may cancel
due to the turn. In these parts, the image-aided navigation seems to primarily introduce
increased robustness (see Figure 6).
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under straight-line and banking laps.

The navigation solution is sensitive to the alignment between the IMU and the camera.
Thus, the current installation, with an unknown misalignment for each flight, is not ideal.
An improvement is to fix the IMU and the camera on a bracket placed outside the VaINS
box. By doing so, the alignment can be estimated once, streamlining the setup process.

7. Conclusions

This document outlines an experiment involving the VaINS box. The VaINS box
provides a navigation solution in real time. It integrates inertial sensor data with position
data of image feature points over an image sequence employing an error-state extended
Kalman filter. This experiment’s aim was to explore the application of the VaINS box on a
fixed-wing UAV and to assess the image-aided navigation solution.

The data were collected from flights with camera pitch angles of 22◦ and 90◦ and
viewing buildings, vegetation, a river, a lake, and mountains. The aircraft’s reference
navigation solution is calculated using the optimal smoother, utilizing IMU and GPS data.
For the image-aided navigation solution, image-feature-point data are combined with IMU
data and GPS height during GPS-denied intervals. The flights with the camera pitched
at the nadir demonstrated an overall better performance compared to the flights with a
grazing angle. The drift during banking maneuvers was slightly larger than during straight-
line maneuvers. During banking maneuvers, the image-aided navigation performed
slightly better than the free inertial navigation within the same GPS-denied time intervals.
Remarkably, it performed significantly better during straight-line maneuvers.

In this experiment, the IMU and the camera were loosely mounted together, which led
to additional uncertainty in misalignment. This could be solved by fixing the camera and
IMU on a rigid fixture out of VaINS.
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